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Squashmen Rout Wesleyan 8-1; Harvard Next

The Tech squash team crushed an over-matched Wesleyan side, at Middlesex, Cambridge, as they looked forward to their match with Harvard this Wednesday. Only Paul Goldin '56 was able to manage a win as the rocket wildcats ground out an easy 8-1 victory.

Beavers Last Rebounding

Not our Tech man was able to hit double figures in the game. Gil Wales '56, tallied 9 points, three field goals and three foul shots, to lead the scorers. Defensively, AIC definitely outshone their opponents, retrieving many more rebounds, not so much due to an advantage in height as to superiority in speed and position. In the latter department, especially, the Beavers seemed very weak.

The first period ended 13-8, AIC ahead. The Engineers displayed a shooting average much lower than par, sinking but three out of 19 attempts from the floor. The second stanza saw a slight percentage improvement, offset by a strong defensive surge by AIC that left them at 37-17 at the half.

AIC midway through the third period. As they edged within 10 points of having the advantage in height as to superior experience, the Engineers displayed a decisive surge by AIC that left them ahead. The Engineers displayed a

...and the opportunities they offer, fill a need or want. If you are undecided what to do after college, ask your placement agent about possible selling careers. You will discover that selling offers an excellent chance for advancement and personal satisfaction. Whether you are interested in selling or not, the information we have to offer can only be beneficial.

The next game will be played this evening against New Hampshire, at Durham, N. H. It will be the final game for the team until January.
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